RESOLUTION
RATIFICATION OF REMOTE COURSEWORK SERVICES
MYT TRAINING LLC AND THE CRITICAL THINKING CHILD
OLIVE-HARVEY COLLEGE

WHEREAS, Olive-Harvey College obtained remote math and technology instruction from MyT Training LLC in July 2020 and August 2020 without a written, fully executed contract; and

WHEREAS, the MyT Training LLC invoice set forth on Exhibit A requires Board authorization for payment; and

WHEREAS, Olive-Harvey College obtained remote reading and critical thinking instruction from The Critical Thinking Child in July 2020 and August 2020 without a written, fully executed contract; and


NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, the Board hereby (i) ratifies the purchase of remote instruction from MyT Training LLC as set forth on the invoice in Exhibit A and authorizes payment of the invoice set forth in Exhibit A without a written, fully executed agreement for such purchase; and (ii) ratifies the purchase of remote instruction from The Critical Thinking Child as set forth on the invoice in Exhibit B and authorizes payment of the invoice set forth in Exhibit B without a written, fully executed agreement for such purchase.

October 1, 2020 – Olive-Harvey College